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The bipartisan Senate Border
Bill has lost McConnell and
Lankford, the negotiators.

This bill will not make it out of
the Senate. What happened?
Engaged Republicans don’t
listen to political leaders.They
actually read the bill and
realize it does nothing to
secure the border.

There are some positives,
which are exceeded by the
many negatives including we
don’t trust Joe Biden.

Donald Trump closed the
borders with “Remain in
Mexico” and Biden can do the
same.

Immigration is the 2nd split in
the Democratic Party next to
Israel, and Republicans
should keep their hands off,
leaving Democrats to face the
voters.

When the House passed a $14
Billion Israel a bill with the
offset to reduce IRS funding, I
wrote that it will be dead in the
Senate. The House will then
rewrite the bill stripping out
the poison pill, forcing the
Senate to take a very tough
vote which they will have to
pass or else they will side with
Hamas

The $17 Billion standalone
solution for Israel should pass
the House this week.

Why did  Israel bomb so many
residential buildings?

Because in Gaza almost every
other home or business has
weapons or rockets.

One of my loyal readers
asked: “Why am I against  the
flotillas?” I wrote that the
leftist  media uses the flotillas
to show the disconnect
between Trump’s yacht riding
 supporters and working
people. My loyal reader
responded that Trump was
better with connecting to the
working man than any other
candidate in history.

Let’s look at a simple fact. In
2016 Hillary Clinton won the
union vote by 8%. In 2020
Biden won it by 17%. The
perception and the reality
does not match.

Since Roe was overturned,
Republicans get their ass
handed to them in every
election. America does not
want an abortion ban. The
Right To Lifer’s demand
loyalty from Republican
candidates. This is a formula
for disaster for the
Republicans.

Dear Donald: You have to give
a clarifying position on
January 6th defendant’s. Keep
it simple: “If they attacked a
police officer or did property
damage they will serve the full
punishment. If they simply
walked around the capital
taking pictures and  being in
the wrong place….They will
get pardoned .

How Trump should handle
sexual assault defamation jury
award? A jury has handed
down an award for a 30-year-
old incident that I claim never
happened and the evidence
agrees. We will appeal and let
the system work. even after 30
years. However after four
months American hostages
are still being held in Gaza,
being raped and tortured while
Joe Biden is telling Israel not
to search so hard to rescue
them.

The media cares more about a
30-year-old lie, then
Americans being raped and
tortured today.

Why do college students say
“I believe” in making any
claim? Because you have the
right to believe anything.
Facts? Those have to be
defended.

Young Democrats in Michigan
refer to Biden as: “Genocide
Joe.” They want him to
support the terrorist animals
instead of Israel. If Biden were
not on life support, he would
realize that these voters will
never vote for Trump and just
ignore them. We know he’s
not that smart.

New York City is giving illegals
$53 million. Approximately
$1000 per month by debit card
for a family of four. This is in
addition to paying for the hotel
rooms.
Simple slogan: “I’m an
American…… Where’s my
$12,000 cash card?”

America is truly the land of
opportunity. If you desire, it
can happen. Ben Shapiro the 5
foot 9 Jewish boy in a
yarmulke, is iTunes #1
Rapper. 
Just google it, I’m not going to
explain it, but it is:
A) Accurate
B) Hilarious

Remember when I I wrote that
one of the problems that we
face is Trump supporters
believe that Trump is going to
finance the entire campaign
out of his pocket, so they
don’t have to reach in and
donate.

The year-end numbers: DNC
record haul and record cash.
RNC….worse than anemic.

And you have all convinced
yourselves that the billionaire
does not need fundraising. In
fact you squawk about
DeSantis and Haley taking
donor money.

Alan’s meme of the week:
Judge Judy: A woman will
stop at nothing to get even.
A man will simply walk away.
 
Bonus Meme:
Son: My dentist says bacon
and soda works just as good
as toothpaste.
Dad: That’s Baking Soda.
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